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Program. Golden Dawn first received widespread attention in 1991, and in 1993 registered as a political
party. By this time Golden Dawn had adopted several southern Balkan focused regional objectives as its
main programme: to promote the idea of a Greater Greece through the expansion of Greek territory into
southern Albania (Northern Epirus), the Republic of Macedonia, and southern Bulgaria ...
Golden Dawn (political party) - Wikipedia
Organizations. Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, a nineteenth century magical order based in Britain . The
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, Inc., a modern revival of the original Order, founded in 1977 The Open
Source Order of the Golden Dawn, a modern revival of the original Order, founded in 2002; Golden Dawn
(political party), a far-right Greek political party
Golden Dawn - Wikipedia
Effective on the Autumnal Equinox (i.e., in September) of 2019, the Open Source Order of the Golden Dawn
will withdraw its Light from its Outer manifestation and no longer provide initiation, mentorship, education, or
other services.
Open Source Order of the Golden Dawn | Dedicated to making
Full text and audio of Important 21st Century Speeches in the United States of America
American Rhetoric: Important 21st Century Speeches in the
2 There was a definite split in the nature of the calls - a split that reflected distinctly different perceptions of
the Space Traders. Most white people were, like the welcoming delegates that morning, relieved and pleased
to find the visitors from
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